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Alan Moran (O.A.M.) Receives the Max Gardner Award for
Outstanding Services in Promoting Awareness of Prostate
Cancer

What’s to Come
Group Meeting – Monday September 21st
Trish Dalgleish
Paliative Care – Mount Druitt Hospital

Group Meeting – Monday October 19th
Support Group Annual General Meeting
(See page 7)

Group Meeting – Monday November 16th
Not yet Available
Refer Local Press prior to the Meeting
All meetings :- Gather at 6-30pm for a 7-00pm start.
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Food for Thought
PALEO ZUCCHINI BREAD RECIPE
(Many of my friends in Dragon Boating are right into Healthy Lifestyle and Eating Healthy
food. A number of them follow the Paleo Diet. I am not about to start singing the praises or
otherwise of this diet but here is a recipe that has proved popular)
INGREDIENTS
2 cups almond meal
1 cup arrowroot flour
2 tablespoons chia seeds
1 teaspoon bicarb soda
2 tablespoons pepitas and some more for on top
1/2 teaspoon salt
6 organic eggs
2 teaspoons apple cider vinegar
2 cups coarsely grated zucchini
1. Preheat your oven to 160 degrees and prepare a bread loaf tin with baking paper.
2. In one bowl mix all the dry ingredients. And in another bowl mix the eggs and apple
cider vinegar, and then finally the grated zucchini.
3. Combine the two bowls together and mix well until you have a nice dough.
4. Spread the dough evenly into the loaf tin and sprinkle with those extra pepitas.
5. Bake for 1 hour or until golden on top. Cool on a wire rack and enjoy with things like
fermented veggies and páté.


Hawkesbury Toy
and Hobby Show

A number of members attended this show
which was held on the 4/5th of July, 2015.
Members were able to hand out information
and discuss all aspects of Prostate Cancer
with the many men and their partners who
attended.
In itself, this is a great day out, with many
interesting displays and demonstrations.
Definitely a day’s outing for
“Boys and their Toys’
Sadly, this event may not go ahead next year.
Due to the ongoing problem of sufficient
numbers of people prepared to make it
happen.
A problem that our Group knows only too well!

John Kemp with his array of information and
‘goodies’ at our Stand
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Alan Moran (O.A.M.) Receives the Max Gardner Award for Outstanding
Services in Promoting Awareness of Prostate Cancer
We recently received news that our good friend and mentor Alan Moran (OAM) has been
awarded the prestigious Max Gardner award for his contribution in fighting Prostate Cancer.
I cannot do better than reprint the letter that Alan received from Dr. Anthony Lowe, the CEO
of the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia.
“Dear Alan,
It gives me great pleasure to be able to inform you that you were successfully nominated to
receive a Max Gardner Award. Congratulations!
As you would be aware The Max Gardner Award for Distinguished Service is a most
prestigious award presented by Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia (PCFA), to a
support network individual that has made an outstanding and significant contribution to
reducing the impact of prostate cancer on the Australian community.
I would like to commend you for your long-standing service in the Nepean Blue Mountains
Prostate Cancer Support Group, your work to increase awareness of this insidious disease
and the advice, guidance and support you have offered to countless men, their partners and
families affected by prostate cancer.
We will broadcast a formal announcement in early August, and arrangements will be made to
present the Max Gardner award to you a little later in the year.
Thank you for your loyalty and dedication.
Congratulations once again on this well-deserved recognition of your tireless work.
Best wishes,
Dr. Anthony Lowe, Chief Executive Officer”

Who was Max Gardner
Max Gardner AM died in October 2004, aged 71. He was diagnosed with prostate cancer in
1995 and believed that if the prostate cancer had been diagnosed earlier he might still be
with us today. With this thought in mind he became an advocate for early diagnosis and
dedicated himself to ensuring that other men would have a better chance than he did.
From diagnosis until his death Max worked tirelessly to raise the level of community
awareness and research into prostate cancer. He established and ran Support Groups,
published a newsletter and served on numerous educational and scientific committees.
Max founded the St. Vincent’s Prostate Cancer Support Group in Sydney in 1996; in 2001 he
was Chairman of Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia’s (PCFA’s) Support and Advocacy
Committee and in 2002 was appointed an Honorary Member (AM) of the Order of Australia.
Also in 2002 the Cancer Council (NSW) awarded him Advocate of the Year for his work in
establishing Cancer Voices. In 2003 he became Chairman of PCFA and during the following
year was re-appointed to the Management Committee of the Australian Prostate Cancer
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Collaboration. In March 2004 he was appointed to the National Advisory Council on Suicide
Prevention.
Speaking at NSW Parliament House in October 2002 Max said, “I can say as a consumer
and you’ve heard it from previous speakers, the situation is stark. If you are to survive
cancer, you have to be diagnosed early, or you will not survive. Now, without screening, how
is this possible? Especially as few have any recognisable symptoms in their early
manifestations.”
Following Max’s death, PCFA established the Max Gardner Award to ensure that Max’s work
and dedication are remembered and to be presented to others in acknowledgement of the
work they have carried out, like Max, spreading awareness, promoting research and
supporting men and their families affected by prostate cancer.


Medicinal Cannabis - Senate Committee report
Don't hold your breath!
A Senate Committee has been inquiring into proposed legislation for regulating the
production, transport, storage and usage of cannabis products for medicinal purposes in
Australia. The Committee delivered its report in early August.
The Committee supported, in principle, the access to products derived from cannabis for use
in relation to particular medical conditions where the use of those products has been proven
to be safe and effective.
So far so good.
But what does “safe and effective” mean?
To work this out, the Committee recommended the need for:
 scientific evidence about medicinal cannabis products to determine their suitability for
use;


consistency with the existing Commonwealth regulatory framework for medicinal
products;



medicinal cannabis products to comply with Australia's international obligations; and



for consultation with state and territory governments.

It will take a long time to get these ducks in line.
For those suffering from insomnia, the complete Senate report is available at this link.
(http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Legal_and_Constitution
al_Affairs/Medicinal_Cannabis_Bill/Report)

Penrith Relay for Life Update……………At last count $401,000.00 raised!!!
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A new streamlined grading system for prostate cancer
A new streamlined grading system for prostate cancer, which hopefully will give men a better
grip on their disease, has been approved by the World Health Organisation.
It is intended to replace the traditional Gleason grading system over the next few years.
It is much simpler and is said to have more prognostic power. Its advocates say it will help
men better understand the relationship between their cancer and their treatment options.
The original Gleason system was developed between 1966 and 1974. It was complex, with
25 potential scores.
In 2005 it was revised for the first time.
Now, the latest version divides prostate cancer into five groups, numbered simply from 1 to 5,
in order of aggressiveness.
It was described at a recent meeting of the American Urological Association in New Orleans.
System validated from 20,000 samples
Jonathan Epstein, a leading prostate pathologist from Johns Hopkins, told the meeting the
system was validated through an analysis of surgically removed prostates and biopsy cores
from more than 20,000 men.
This exercise took a decade and was conducted in the United States at the Cleveland Clinic,
the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Centre, Johns Hopkins Hospital and the University of
Pittsburgh. The Karolinska Institute in Sweden was part of the project too.
Epstein says this new system provides more accurate stratification and will permit more
rational and less-emotional decision making, which would help to reduce the overtreatment of
indolent cancer.
While the current grading system has a scale from 2 to 10, the lowest score that is reported is
6.
"This leads to a logical yet incorrect assumption on the part of patients that the cancer is in
the middle of the scale, compounding the fear of a cancer diagnosis and potentially
contributing to the overtreatment of indolent cancer."
Anthony Lowe, associate professor and head of the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia
welcomes the change saying, "the current grading system is not as good as men think it is in
predicting their cancer outcome.
"The new system is supposed to have a better ability to differentiate indolent and aggressive
cancer, to have more predictive power."
Based on interpretation of tumour architecture
Paul McKenzie, associate professor and spokesman for the Royal College of Pathologists of
Australasia, says while there has been much discussion about the new system, the
publication detailing it is still in press.
He says it arose from a consensus meeting held by the International Society of Urological
Pathology in Chicago last year.
McKenzie explains that Gleason grading is based on the interpretation of the architecture of
the tumour, on the pattern of the cells on a slide.
"A great deal more is known today compared [with] when the Gleason score was being
developed. Some very low-grade cancers in the old system would not be regarded as
malignant today. This is reflected in the virtual disappearance of scores under 6."
He says a current score of 6 or less would be equivalent to group 1 in the new system and
would carry a low risk of rapid progression and spread.
McKenzie says the new system still incorporates the Gleason system, which is important for
consistency in research.
Will have to prove value
He expects the new system will begin to be adopted from next year.
Ronnie Cohen, professor of pathology at University of Western Australia, reserves comment,
saying the system will have to prove its value.
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He notes there was a consensus revamp of the grading of bladder cancer, which was not
based on outcomes. A more recent study questions this revamp and supports the original
system.
"Consensus is not always fact," he says. "Further, even low-grade tumours are not without
some risk of progression."
While grading describes the aggressiveness of a prostate cancer, it is not the only important
determinant of treatment. Staging, which describes the extent of the spread of the cancer, is
very important too.



Bunnings BBQ – Father’s Day 2015
This year we were once again able to run
the Barbecue at Bunnings (North Penrith)
on the Saturday before Father’s Day.
As part of the PCFA ‘Big Aussie BBQ’
promotion in conjunction with Prostate
Cancer Awareness Month we combined
with the Nepean and Penrith Community
Men’s Sheds to make it a Three day event.
It is great to be involved with these two
groups. We can look forward to combining
with these groups at functions in the future. A good example of men helping other men! After
all we are basically dealing with the same group of people.
This year Tom Walsh took over the organisation of our involvement from Eric Kent. (Once
again, many thanks to Eric for the fantastic amount of work and effort that he has put into this
event over the last several years.)
A good number of volunteers ensured that the work was shared and not left to a few.
Tom worked out a roster that ensured that everybody knew when they would be required and
for how long.
This year we were also successful in running a raffle with prizes donated by a number of
Penrith Businesses. One business owner, Wendy, from Salon O’Driah Hairdressers not only
donated a prize, but also turned up to help sell tickets! Thank you Wendy!
Such was the success of the day that we were not without a couple of frantic moments with a
number of people having to make urgent trips to the supermarket for more stock. (Frank
Petersen made 3 trips!) We also had to put in a call to our Butcher (Welshy’s at Emu Plains)
for more sausages and onions!
Preliminary counts indicate that we will clear in excess of $2000.00.
Well done Tom and all those that freely gave their time.
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2015 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MONDAY, OCTOBER 19th
Our Annual General Meeting will be held on Monday, October 19, 2015, so here is an
overview of what is involved and how you go about nominating for election to the Board of
our Association.
Our Board has 10 members, with four of these members forming an Executive, These four
members are President, Vice -President, Secretary (who is also the Public Officer) and the
Treasurer. The other positions on the board are; Librarian, Newsletter Editor Web Site
Manager, Promotions Officer, Membership Coordinator and Publicity Officer.
The involvement is not onerous and if everybody ‘does their bit’ it is even less so.
Meetings are held Bi monthly (presently on the 1st Wednesday of each second month)
Meetings are held at the residence of one of the members and are followed by a friendly get
together over supper.
Why not become involved, I am a great believer that you get more out of involvement in
Group activities the more you are prepared to participate.
If you want to re-nominate for the Board or nominate as a new member for the Board, you will
need to fill out and sign the nomination form below, (or you may nominate in writing) and
have two other members endorse and sign your nomination, which, when completed, will
need to be handed to David Wilkinson, our President or Ross Baker our Secretary no later
than seven days before the date of the AGM . (i.e. Monday, October 12th, 2015)

…………………………………………………………………………………………….
NOMINATION FORM
For
ELECTION TO THE BOARD OF
NEPEAN / BLUE MOUNTAINS PROSTATE CANCER SUPPORT GROUP INC.
To The Secretary
Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group Inc.,
I.

…………………………………………………………. Wish to nominate for election to the

position of …………………………………………………………………………. On Board of the
Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group Inc.
Signed……………………………………………
We endorse this nomination.
Name………………………………………………. Signed……………………………………………
Name………………………………………………. Signed……………………………………………




EXERCISE CLASSES IN PENRITH Did you know that there is an exercise group that meets on a Tuesday in
Penrith, is free and as is for both men and women.
SENIORS EXERCISE GROUP. Held at 9.30 am on Tuesday mornings
C3 Penrith, Level 1 NK Centre Arcade 450 High St. Penrith
Details: 0408 435 336 or 0418 284 876 (More on suitable exercising next issue)
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The victorious Prostate Dragons
display their Silver Medals at the 2014
Dragons Abreast Festival

PROSTATE CANCER
SURVIVORS
Join us at the
Dragons Abreast Australia
DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL -2015
When: Saturday October 24, 2015
Time: 8 am to approx. 3 pm
Where: Darling Harbour - Sydney

This day is a Fund raiser for the Dragons Abreast Movement, a group of women who use the
physical and social aspects of Dragon Boat Racing to assist their recovery from breast
cancer.
To participate in this event, we need to raise $2200 per boat. PCFA have once again
generously come on board with the sponsorship for our boat. More donations would be
appreciated. Would you like to support us?
If so donate at our fundraiser page at ‘Go Fundraise’ (All deductions are tax deductable.)
http://dragonsabreastfestival.gofundraise.com.au/page/ProstateDragons1



Support Group Visit to Penrith Community Men’s Shed

The Support Group was recently invited to visit the Penrith Community Men’s Shed and
speak to their members about Prostate Cancer.
This is a relatively new group established in the new Penrith suburb of Cadden’s Rise.
They are based at the Baptist Church.
A couple of our members, led by President David, spoke about their journey with
Prostate Cancer. We were then able to field a number of questions put to us by the
Men’s Shed members. A couple of the Shed members had already started on the
Prostate Cancer journey and have since joined our Group.
Through the contacts that we made with these men we were able to combine with them
and also the members of the Nepean District Men’s Shed to run BBQ’s at Bunnings
North Penrith over the 3 days prior to father’s Day.
It is great to be involved with these blokes. We look forward to working with them in the
future.
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A Laugh at Life !
Just thought I would keep you up
to date......

A WOMAN was flying from
Melbourne to Brisbane ...
Unexpectedly, the plane was diverted to
Sydney.
The flight attendant explained that there would
be a delay, and if the passengers wanted to
get off the aircraft the plane would re-board in
50 minutes..

My Travel Plans for 2015
I have been in many places, but I've never
been in Kahoots.
Apparently, you can't go alone. You have to be
in Kahoots with someone.
I've also never been in Cognito. I hear no one
recognizes you there.
I have, however, been in Sane. They don't
have an airport; you have to be driven there. I
have made several trips there, thanks to my
children, friends, family and work.
I would like to go to Conclusions, but you have
to jump, and I'm not too much on physical
activity anymore.
I have also been in Doubt. That is a sad place
to go, and I try not to visit there too often.
I've been in Flexible, but only when it was very
important to stand firm.
Sometimes I'm in Capable, and I go there more
often as I'm getting older.
One of my favourite places to be is in
Suspense! It really gets the adrenaline flowing
and pumps up the old heart! At my age I need
all the stimuli I can get!
I may have been in Continent, but I don't
remember what country I was in.

Everybody got off the plane except one lady
who was blind.
A man had noticed her as he walked by and
could tell the lady was blind because her
Seeing Eye Dog lay quietly underneath the
seats in front of her throughout the entire flight.
He could also tell she had flown this very flight
before because the pilot approached her, and
calling her by name, said, 'Kathy, we are in
Sydney for almost an hour. Would you like to
get off and stretch your legs?'
The blind lady replied, 'No thanks, but maybe
Max would Like to stretch his legs.'
Picture this:
All the people in the gate area came to a
complete standstill when they looked up and
saw the pilot walk off the plane with a Seeing
Eye dog!
The pilot was even wearing sunglasses.
People scattered.
They not only tried to change planes, but they
were trying to change airlines!
True story...
Have a great day and remember...

It's an age thing. They tell me it is very wet and
damp there.


Facebook Foibles
Presently, I am trying to make friends outside
of Facebook while applying the same
principles.
Every day I go out onto the street and tell the
passers by what I have eaten, how I am
feeling, what I did last night, and what I will do
for the rest of the day...the following day and
the rest of the week.
I give them pictures of my family, my cat and
myself gardening, eating and spending time in
my pool. I also listen to their conversations and
I tell them that I love them.

...THINGS AREN'T ALWAYS AS THEY
APPEAR.
A DAY WITHOUT LAUGHTER IS A DAY
WASTED!!!


True Fact!
The reason there is so much mayhem in
the world today can be blamed on Mobile
Phones!
Yes! True!
With everybody owning mobile phones
there are no longer any phone booths for
Superman to get changed in!!!

It WORKS!
I already have 3 people following me....
2 police officers and a psychiatrist
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Contact Us
Telephone 1300 13 38 78
Email nbmpcsg@gmail.com
Web Site
‘www,prostatesupport.org.au’
Postal Address
Nepean / Blue Mountains
Prostate Cancer Support
Group
P.O. Box 763
Kingswood, N.S.W. 2747

PAYMENT OF Membership Fees. Members can pay their annual Group Membership Fees by
direct deposit to our bank account.
Our Westpac Account Name is ‘Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group’.
BSB is 032-837 and the Account No. is 206701. Current Fees are $10.00 P.A. per family.
Don’t forget to advise who you are in the Lodgement Reference i.e. “ John Smith Fees 2015”

Would you like to make a cash donation to our group?
Do you know any Group or Organisation that would like to make a donation?
We are a registered charitable organisation and all donations are fully tax deductable.
All donations help us to support cancer and health related projects in our local area.
If you are able to assist, contact our Treasurer, Allan Burrow.

Board Members of the Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group for 2015 are as follows:President :Vice President:Secretary :Treasurer :Librarian :Newsletter Editor:Web Site Manager :Promotions Officer :Membership Co Ordinator :Publicity Officer :-

David Wilkinson
Tom Walsh
Ross Baker
Allan Burrow
Bob Wittrien
Alan Howard
Brett Sowerby
John Kemp
John Alexander
Alan Moran

The Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Support Group Inc. is grateful for the support of its members and various
local groups. This enables us to produce this newsletter and cover other incidentals in the running of the group.
The Below the Belt ‘Zipper’ logo (Page 1) is copyrighted to Ms. Caroline Redwood and is used with her kind
permission

The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Group.
The Group does not offer medical or other professional advice.
Articles presented in this or any other issues are presented only as a means of sharing information and
opinions with members.
It is important that health professionals should be consulted before making any decisions about any
treatments.
This newsletter has been compiled by Alan Howard from material culled or provided.
email: nbmpcsgnews@gmail.com
Nepean / Blue Mountains Prostate Cancer Support Group Web Site ‘www.prostatesupport.org.au
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